Impress Your Date & Use blu
eCigs, An Alternative to
Cigarettes
This post is sponsored by bluCigs.
Your best friend introduced you to a cute guy last week, and
he asked you out to dinner on Friday night. Since you haven’t
spent much time with him yet, you’re not sure what he’ll think
about your constant trips outside for a cigarette. You
definitely don’t want to interrupt your night together…but it
is almost impossible for you to refrain from smoking for more
than an hour, and it’s silly to do it for someone you hardly
know.
Rather than feel anxious throughout your first date, why not
try out blu electronic cigarettes for the evening? blu eCigs
offer smokers the freedom to smoke when and where they want
because they have no ash and no smell. Plus, blu eCigs have
more flavor varieties than regular cigarettes. Flavors
include: Vivid Vanilla, Cherry Crush, Classic Tobacco,
Magnificent Menthol, Pina Colada, Java Jolt & Peach Schnapps.
Even better, you can find blu electronic cigarettes in over
60,000 locations just by going to blu’s store locator.

We gave blu eCigs to a trusted mother of two who has been
smoking on and off for more than 20 years. Here is what she
had to say:
Personally, I think blu eCigs are great alternative to smokers
when they are in a place that they cannot smoke or if they
want to quit and use an alternative method to relieve cravings
when they are trying to quit. The packaging is very sleek.
However, no matter what the cigarette or package looks like, I
know that no cigarette real or fake can really look good.
However, this is a great alternative. The package came with
approximately eight or so flavors, some better than others.
Personally, I preferred the Cherry.
When taking a drag, it felt like a real cigarette, and the
smoke that came out also appeared to be very similar to the
real thing. When I inhaled, it did bring instant relief of a
craving just as a real cigarette does.
She adds, “It’s a great alternative that’ll help you survive a
craving when you’re unable to smoke a regular cigarette. Plus,
I really like the blu case.
As Stephen Dorff shares, “blu lets me enjoy smoking without it
affecting the people around me because it’s vapor, not tobacco
smoke. That means no ash and, best of all, no effects of
odor.”
Starter kits start at $69.95. bluCigs are the perfect
alternative to cigarettes.

